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Air Powered Rockets: Rockets are a fun staple at our Museum. Students have the opportunity to build an air powered paper rocket capable of hitting the ceiling of our museum and beyond. Using their strength and determination, students will pump to build up air pressure inside of our launchers until their rocket shoots for the sky!

Aircraft Tour: Scouts will take a tour of our facilities and hear the exciting history behind some of our most popular aircraft!

Cubelets: Scouts will learn how much robots have in common with humans and build their own simple robots using the concepts of modular robotics.

Planetarium Show: Through this planetarium show, we explore the relationship between Earth, Moon and Sun and how they work together as a system. Myths and misconceptions are dispelled with the help of a cartoon coyote. How the Sun rises and sets is examined as well as some facts about the moon such as orbits, craters, phases and eclipses.

The Museum does not fulfill any badge requirements for cub scouting.